
What to Look For in March!
Tree Swallows Signal Spring

Starlings Stagger In

One of the many signs of spring is the
reappearance of the tree swallows. Spot
these beautiful acrobats catching bugs out
of the air along the bridge below the dam.

LAKE ROLAND 
M O N T H L Y  N E W S L E T T E R

M A R C H  2021

Whose Scat Is That?
Saturday, March 6th, 2:00pm - 3:00pm

Ages 4+        $3 per person ($2 members)

Outdoor Yoga
Sunday, March 7th, 9:00am - 10:00am

Ages 14+        Free!

Nature Quest Hop Along
Sunday, March 14th, 1:00pm - 2:30pm

All Ages       Free!

Currently, Lake Roland's Nature Center is open for
restroom use only and all individuals are required to wear a
mask. At this time, we will not be accepting any requests
for pavilion rentals. However, pavilions will still be open
for unreserved day use. The Dog Park and Playground are
open. Lake Roland will continue to host outdoor programs
through the spring and summer months. All participants are
required to wear masks and registration is required and
limited. For more information, please visit our website at
 www.lakeroland.org
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Starlings and other songbirds will be
returning to their breeding grounds.
Starlings are cavity nesters and will
opportunistically take nesting sites from
smaller birds, which is especially
unfortunate considering they are invasive.

COVID-19 Updates and Recommendations 

1000 Lakeside Drive, Baltimore, MD, 21210

Upcoming Programs:

Editors:  Kyle  Brickel l  and Colleen Lacy



Instagram Highlight

If you are able to, Lake Roland will gladly
accept donations of any of these items! 

Colored Pencils
Construction Paper
Acrylic Craft Paints
Small Paint Brushes

 
Links to our Amazon Wish List and Amazon
Smile Account can be accessed by selecting
the Donate to Lake Roland tab on our
website at LakeRoland.org or by clicking the
links at the bottom. AmazonSmile is a
nonprofit division of Amazon that will
donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible
products to the Lake Roland Nature
Council. It is a safe and secure way to
support the park without any cost to you.
                     Amazon Wish List
                 AmazonSmile Account

Staff Spotlight
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Follow us on Instagram @lake_roland for program
information, park updates, daily activities, and more.
Tag us in your own posts from the park for a chance to be
featured in next months newsletter!

Lake Roland Wish List

Thank you to everyone for mentioning us or tagging us in photos from
Lake Roland with #lakeroland. We love to see how the community
enjoys the park! Please continue to share your park experience on
Instagram. This week's photo comes from @aznmedia with the
caption:

"Blue, splinter and grow
New crystals of snow"

 
Thanks for stopping by the park and giving us such an incredible shot!

Meet Mel!

Since 2012, a lot of 
Lake Roland's summer
campers and nature scouts
have known me as Ranger
Mel, although these days
I'm mostly found in the
nature center as a
naturalist. My favorite
program subjects are
snakes and spiders, but my
favorite subject to illustrate
is birds. You may have
seen some of my drawings
in the newsletter's new
caption contests, or in 
Baltimore County's Nature Quest mascot, Parker the Frog.

When I'm not at Lake Roland, I like to volunteer in Baltimore's 
independent theatre community, especially onstage and behind the
scenes with the Baltimore Rock Opera Society. I also work seasonally
at other county and state parks. My house is home to two snakes and
five parrots. 

http://lakeroland.org/
https://www.amazon.com/hz/wishlist/ls/2C7XJI9JX4VCX?&sort=default
https://smile.amazon.com/ref=smi_ext_ch_45-1462130_dl?_encoding=UTF8&ein=45-1462130&ref_=smi_chpf_redirect&ref_=smi_ext_ch_45-1462130_cl


faces away from the sun due to the tilt of the Earth’s axis, causing us to have less daylight in this part of the year. As the
earth continues its orbit around the sun there will come a time when the northern and southern hemispheres are neither
pointed towards nor away from the sun. At that time, the sun will be directly over the celestial equator, an imaginary line
in the sky above the Earth’s equator. This will happen on March 20th of this year. During the spring equinox, the sun
appears 53 degrees higher in the sky than during the winter solstice when the northern hemisphere is pointed away from
the sun. On the first day of spring, daylight lasts for a few minutes longer than 12 hours, with nighttime lasting a few
minutes less. From here on out, days will become longer in the northern hemisphere and shorter in the southern. 

Spring can be one of the most anticipated seasons of the year. The harsh, bitter cold of winter finally departs and nature
seems to come back to life. The animals awake from their slumbers and rise from their dens. The birds return to their
northern homes in time to nest. Plants start to grow and flowers begin to bloom. Every year we are told, “Today is
officially the first day of spring!” But how do we know when spring has truly sprung? I’ll give you a hint, it has nothing
to do with whether or not a groundhog saw his shadow. Spring arrives on the day of the Spring Equinox. 

Another name for the Spring Equinox is the 
Vernal Equinox. The word “vernal” means fresh or
new. The word “equinox” comes from the Latin
words aequus, which means equal, and nox, which
means night. During equinoxes (don’t forget there
is also an autumnal equinox), the amount of hours
during the day and night are roughly equal. Due to
the earth’s atmosphere, and the way light bends
around it, there will always be slightly more
daylight hours than night. The position of the Earth
in relation to the sun affects how many hours of
daylight we have, as well as how warm it gets. You
might recall that in winter, the northern hemisphere
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By Caitlyn Adams

Spring Equinox

As the earth orbits the sun, its axes tilt in different directions. During
the equinoxes, the axes are not tilted toward or away from the sun, but
off to the sides, resulting in roughly equal amounts of day and night .

For most ancient cultures, like the Mayans and Egyptians, this time 
of year signified that food supplies would start to become more
plentiful. The Mayan pyramid at Chichen Itza, Mexico was designed to
produce a serpent’s shadow on the day of both the spring and autumn
equinox. Other structures that were built across the world, such as
Angkor Wat in Cambodia and Stonehenge in England, were also
designed to help mark significant times of the year based on shadows
cast by the sun. One of the oldest solar calendars, an above ground
temple known as the Mnajdra, is located on the coast of the
Mediterranean island of Malta. During an equinox orientation of the
temple allows the sun to enter and light up the main axis. 

You may have heard the myth about being able to balance an egg 
on end during the spring equinox. This is a myth that was spread 

around in 1945, and was based on observations of decorative eggs in China with almost no connection to the equinox.
The truth is that anyone could perform this feat during any time of the year, it just takes a lot of patience and 
practice. Try it at home the next time you have a couple of eggs! 

Springtime is beautiful and should be celebrated. Take a trip to Lake Roland and admire all the blooming 
flowers and active animals. Go on a hike with someone close to you and catch up with each other. 

A port hole on the Mnajdra South that allowed
sunlight in during specific times of the year.



This month's winner for our Staff Cartoon Caption Contest is Marta Mills, with an illustration by Mel
Tillery. Motherhood looks like it can be a real bird-en sometimes! The birds strongly resemble an
egret or heron. Here at Lake Roland we have several species of herons and egrets that you can see
throughout the year. They include the great blue heron, green heron, black crowned night heron,
yellow crowned night heron, snowy egret, and great egret. They're all wading birds and use their long
legs and necks to stalk though the water looking for fish, amphibians, or crayfish to eat. As alluded to
in the cartoon, female egrets and herons will regurgitate partially digested food in order to feed their
hungry chicks. Look for some of these birds roosting in the trees around the lake or looking for food
below the dam.
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Cartoon of the Month

"Hey, Mom, we’re down here!"
 

"I know! Can’t you see I’m warming your dinner?
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We rely on membership fees and donations to fund the Lake Roland Nature Council’s 
efforts and projects in the park. Please join us in supporting Lake Roland.

To become a member: Visit us at lakeroland.org - Join Lake Roland
                                           For any questions and/or concerns: Please contact us by email at                                            

LakeRol-RP@BaltimoreCountyMD.gov or by phone at 410-887-4156.

Join Lake Roland!

The Legend of Saint Patrick

By Kiana Shurkin

Did you know that not all recycling regulations are the same? Recycling rules are location based, so becoming familiar
with your local recycling rules is particularly important. A lot of people think when they see the universal recycling
symbol on an item, that it automatically means that the item is recyclable, but that’s not always true. Only two of the
seven plastic resin codes found on plastic, disposable items are accepted by most curbside recycling programs. The other
five need to be properly disposed of at your local recycling center. Another issue most people are unaware of are the
complications of single stream recycling. Single Stream recycling is the basic practice of collecting all recycled materials
in the same bin. The materials are not being sorted, which does not guarantee they will be recycled like you may think.
This process renders most materials to be non-recyclable. Instead, you should practice clean stream recycling, which is
separating your cleaned out recyclables by material, resulting in maximum value of recycled items and minimizes your
costs.

Responsible Recycling

By Lena Sawyers

Do
Do recycle clean glass and plastic materials!

Do recycle broken down card boxes! 
Do Recycle plastics #1 and #2 on curbside! 

 

Do Not
Do not recycle dirty materials! 

Do not recycle greasy pizza boxes! 
Do not recycle plastics #3,4,5,6,7 on curbside! 

Never recycle any Styrofoam, plastic shopping bags, used
to-go coffee cups, or any yard/organic wastes!

Celebrated annually on March 17th, St. Patrick’s Day originated as an Irish Christian holiday that has since been adopted
by both religious and secular celebrants across the world. It is marked by a range of festivities including wearing green,
sporting shamrocks, eating traditional foods, and other displays of Irish pride. Many Christians also attend church services
in honor of the occasion, which was originally a quieter day of prayer and reflection. The eponymous St. Patrick is
believed to be a 4th century bishop of Romano-British origin who, at 16 years of age, was kidnapped by Irish raiders and
brought back to Ireland as a slave. For six years he was forced to work as a shepherd. It is said that one day he heard the
voice of God telling him there was a ship at the coast that would take him home. St. Patrick fled back to England, where
he received religious training before returning of his own will to Ireland as a missionary. He is credited with converting
the Irish from Celtic paganism to Christianity. It is this that likely gives rise to the legend most commonly associated with
him. The story goes that St. Patrick, standing atop a hill, delivered a sermon that drove all of the serpents out of Ireland
and into the sea. According to the legend, this explains why there are no snakes in Ireland. Modern scholars have
theorized that this tale is an allegory describing his efforts against the druids. St. Patrick is said to have died on March
17th, which is why that day is now marked with a celebration in his name. Whatever you believe and however you choose
to celebrate, Lake Roland wishes you a Happy St. Patrick’s Day!


